INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FACILITATORS (IAF)
HALL OF FAME
(in alphabetical order; as of October 2015)

Nadine Bell (USA)
Nadine Bell, CPF, is a founding member of IAF, a past Board member and an assessor. Nadine
has served on the Board of Directors as Chair elect in 1997; as Chair in 1998; as Past Chair in
1999; as Co-Chair of Professional Development in 2000; and, as Co-chair of the IAF
Conference in Texas in 2002. Nadine also contributed to the IAF Handbook as an author.
Nadine has been an important and driving figure in the US Region for many years. Nadine has
attended almost all North American IAF conferences as well as many IAF conferences in
Europe and Southeast Asia. Nadine is an experienced facilitator, trained mediator and mentor
trainer of the Technology of Participation Group Facilitation Methods, Nadine is the only
facilitator to hold the Certified Professional Facilitator, Certified Master Facilitator and Certified
ToP Facilitator designations and she has assessed facilitator candidates for all three
certifications globally.
Gilbert Brenson-Lazan (Latin American and Caribbean)
Gilbert Brenson-Lazan, has been a driving force in the Latin American and Caribbean facilitation
community for many years. Gilbert has served on the Board of Directors as both Regional
Director and Vice-Chair International, hosts an important facilitation blog in Latin America and
was Co-Chair of the first IAF Conference in Latin America with over 600 attendees from 19
countries. Gilbert is a Founding Member, Past President and Member of the Advisory Board of
the Global Facilitator Service Corp (GFSC) and developed and applied the basic model used for
psychosocial intervention in disasters recognized around the world.
John Butcher (Canada)
John is a Certified Professional Facilitator and a past IAF Canada Regional Director. John has
been a member of the Association for over 15 years and was instrumental in the development of
the IAF Code of Ethics. John has been part of two IAF conference planning teams, initiated the
premier IAF Ottawa Chapter events and has been a facilitation mentor to many IAF members.

Ann Epps (Asia)
Ann Epps, CPF, is a founding member of IAF, served on the Board of Directors as the Director
of Conferences and is a CPF assessor. Having served on the planning committee for ten of the
early IAF Asia conferences, Ann has also attended many IAFNA and Europe conferences and
most of the IAF Asia conferences. Ann is a mentor trainer in the Technology of the Participation
methods and divides her time training and facilitating between Southeast Asia and the US. Ann
and her husband John are regular presenters at conferences and are tireless supporters of IAF.

Martin Gilbraith (Europe, Middle East and North Africa)
Martin Gilbraith, CPF, is the most recent past Chair of IAF. Previously he served on the Board
as IAF Vice Chair and as IAF Europe Director. Martin has served IAF in many ways, he hosts
Facilitation Daily and a widely subscribed facilitation blog, and he manages the @FacWeek
twitter account and co-hosts the IAF Twitter Chats during IFW. Martin is an independent
facilitator, trainer and consultant based in London, UK. He currently serves as President of the
Institute of Cultural Affairs International (ICAI) and is an Associate and former Chief Executive of
ICA:UK. He has been facilitating and training, specialising in ICA’s ToP facilitation methodology,
since 1986.

Malin Moren (Europe, Middle East and North Africa)
Malin is a Certified Professional Facilitator and has been a member of the Association for over
12 years. Malin is co-founder of Facilitation Days, a series highly successful events in Goteborg
and Stockholm Sweden, designed to promote the power of facilitation. As a behavioural
scientist, Malin has conducted significant research in the area of facilitation and effective group
processes, producing articles and publications to advance knowledge in the field. Malin is cochair of the 2015 IAF EMENA Regional Conference and a well-known and successful mentor of
Facilitators throughout Europe.

Jo Nelson (Canada)
Jo Nelson, CPF, CTF, is a founding member of IAF, a sustaining member and a past Board
member who has served as both Secretary and Chair of the Board. Jo has served on numerous
committees including the Professional Development Task Force and most recently chaired the
working group that developed the training endorsement strategy and program. Jo also
facilitated the development of the IAF competencies. Jo has attended every IAFNA conference
since their inception and continues to promote IAF in everything she does. Jo has published
many particles and one book on facilitation. Jo also is recipient of a Gold Facilitation Impact
Award.
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Larry Philbrook (Asia)
Larry has been facilitating in multiple languages and in various cultural environments for over
forty years. Larry is a founding member of IAF and is both a Certified Professional Facilitator
and a Certified ToP Facilitator. Larry facilitated the Ukraine Peace Talks and has conducted
many high impact multi-national/multi-cultural processes around the world. Larry is known
throughout the IAF community as a selfless and highly qualified mentor, and has presented at
and been part of the planning team for a number of IAF conferences.

Theresa Ratnam Thong (Asia)
Theresa Ratnam Thong, is the first Malaysian Certified professional Facilitator and is an
Assessor and a past Board member, serving as Vice-Chair International from 2007 – 2008 and
again from 2001 - 2003. Theresa has organized IAF conferences in the Asia Region and has
been an important member of the Asian facilitation community. Theresa has been active in the
Local Government of her locality and was Lead Facilitator for the Women@Work Summit, the
Malaysia Water Forum under the auspices of the Global Water Partnership. She was also
selected to be part of the Facilitation Team consisting of 25 Global Facilitators to facilitate at
the World Summit on Sustainable development held in South Africa and was also invited to be
part of the Generative Dialogue Project, a global initiative in New York.

Keith Ryall (Oceania)
Keith Ryall, CPF, is an assessor, a past Board member (Regional Director for Oceania) and a
sustaining member. Keith worked very hard to increase IAF’s Oceania and much of the growth
there today is based on the solid foundations set up by Keith over the years. Since 2009, Keith
has been heavily involved with introducing the magic of Process Facilitation to Rotary
International and specifically to Strategic Planning Workshops for Australian Rotary Clubs and
other Not for Profits. Keith is a regular presence at IAF conferences around the world and a
great promoter of IAF and our profession.

Dr. Sandor Schuman (US)
Sandy Schuman is an IAF sustaining member. He edited the IAF Journal, Group Facilitation
(1997–2007) and IAF Handbook Series (2003-2011), co-founded and moderated the IAF email
discussion list, grp-facl (1994-2008), and co-chaired the Ethics and Values Think Tank, which
created the Statement of Values and Code of Ethics for Group Facilitators (2000-2004). He was
a member of the Research and Publications Task Force (1996-2001), the Board of Directors
(2000-2001) and was the primary researcher of the 1996-1997 Survey of Group Facilitators.
Sandy has worked hard to promote the profession through mainstream and academic literature.
He continues to present professional development workshops at IAF conferences and regional
meetings. His most recent blog post, You know you're a group facilitator if... is his most popular.
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Bill Staples (Canada)
Bill Staples, CPF, is a founding member and has been the publisher of the IAF Journal since
2001. Bill was chair of the IAF 2000 Conference Toronto with 1100 participants. He was on the
Association Coordinating Team from 1999 to 2005 and was the IAF Global Conference Team
chair from 2002-05. Bill is also a Certified ToP Facilitator and has published articles and books
on facilitation, working hard to increase the profile of the association and the profession.

Dr. Tom Schwarz (Oceania)
Tom Schwarz, CPF, if a past member of the Board of Directors, was Director of Oceania Region
and is a CPF Assessor. Tom was the first facilitator in the Oceania Region to be awarded the
CPF designation. Tom has been a fixture at IAF conferences around the world and often
presents at PD events in Asia and Oceania. Tom has published articles on the power of
facilitation and regularly advocates for and promotes our profession.
Rhonda Tranks (Oceania)
Rhonda is a Certified Professional Facilitator and has held a number of leadership roles within
the Association. Rhonda was part of the planning team for two successful conferences in the
Oceania Region and in the creation of the active IAF Victoria Chapter. Rhonda is an active
promoter of the IAF and the power of facilitation on social media and is a regular presenter at
IAF conferences. Rhonda is also an active facilitation mentor.

Sunny Walker (USA)
Sunny is a Founding Member of the IAF, a Certified Professional Facilitator, a Certified ToP
Facilitator and a Certification Assessor for both IAF and ICA. Sunny has held multiple
leadership roles within the Association, as a committee volunteer and as a member of the Board
of Directors. She is a regular contributor to IAF publications and an accomplished mentor of
facilitators around the world. Sunny has been a pioneer in the field of virtual facilitation.
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